
Title 

Communication Market Reports 2022 – Retail Fixed Internet Sector

Description 

The Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (hereafter, the Commission) 

annually collects financial and subscription information on Internet services. In addition, information on 

the availability of broadband Internet services is collected in partnership with Innovation, Science and 

Economic Development Canada (ISED). Also, the Commission conducts research into the data 

requirements of certain Internet-based audio and video applications.  

Data is mostly broken into three groups:  

a) Incumbent TSPs. Examples of incumbent TSPs include Bell, SaskTel and TELUS. They also include 

small incumbent TSPs such as Execulink and Sogetel.

b) Cable-based carriers. Examples of cable-based carriers include Rogers, Shaw, and Vidéotron. 

c) Other service providers. The “Other service providers” category may be further divided into 

“other facilities-based carriers,” such as SpaceX and Xplornet, and “wholesale-based service 

providers,” such as TekSavvy. 

Unless otherwise noted, broadband service availability figures exclude wireless mobile technology and 

satellite. “Satellite access services” in this section refer to direct-to-home (DTH) satellite, and not to the 

technology used to connect communities to the Internet (e.g. satellite link transport).

Definitions 

Average revenue per user (ARPU) is a measure of revenue generated per subscriber. This is calculated 

by dividing the whole-year total revenue by the average number of subscribers from the current and 

previous year. The number of subscribers is taken from year end data. 

Cable-based carriers are former cable monopolies that also provide telecommunications services (e.g. 

wireline voice, Internet, data and private line, and wireless services). Examples of cable-based carriers 

include Rogers, Shaw, and Vidéotron. 

Average churn rate is a measure of subscriber turnover represented as an average monthly rate. 

The estimated number of households in Canada is calculated by dividing the 4th quarter population 

estimate for Canada by Statistics Canada by the population to dwelling ratio. In turn, the population to 

dwelling ratio is calculated by dividing the population of Canada by the number of households found in 

the Statistics Canada Census 2016. 

Fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) refers to fibre optic communication delivery system where fibre extends from 

a concentrator, remote or central office to a residence. 

Fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP) is the equivalent of FTTH but refers to fibre extending to a business 

instead of a residence. 

Fixed Internet services refers to Internet access service via dial-up, DSL, cable, fibre, fixed wireless, 

satellite, and other technologies such as Wi-Fi where access is provided to a precise and geographically 



constrained location; Internet transport service; and other non-connectivity Internet-related services 

such as equipment, web hosting, data centre services, etc. 

Fixed wireless service providers are any entity that provides its services over a wireless network that 

uses either licensed or unlicensed spectrum to provide communications services, where the service is 

intended to be used in a fixed location. Examples of fixed wireless service providers include MCSnet and 

Xplornet. 

An Incumbent Telecommunications Service Provider (TSP) is a company that provides local 

telecommunications services on a monopoly basis prior to the introduction of competition. Examples of 

incumbent TSPs include Bell, SaskTel and TELUS. They also include small incumbent TSPs such as 

Execulink and Sogetel. 

An independent Internet service provider (ISP) refers to ISPs that are not cable-based carriers or 

incumbent TSPs. 

Large incumbent Telecommunications Service Providers (TSPs) serve relatively large geographical 

areas, usually including both rural and urban populations, and provide wireline voice, Internet, data and 

private line, wireless, and other services. Examples of large incumbent TSPs include Bell, SaskTel and 

TELUS. 

Other facilities-based carriers refers to providers of telecommunications services that are not 

incumbent providers but which own and operate telecommunications networks. Examples of other 

facilities-based carriers include SpaceX and Xplornet. 

Small incumbent Telecommunications Service Providers (TSPs) serve relatively small geographical 

areas. Due to the limited size of their serving areas, these companies do not typically provide facilities-

based long distance services. However, they provide a range of wireline voice, Internet, data and private 

line, and wireless services. Examples of small incumbent TSPs include Execulink and Sogetel. 

A telecommunications service provider (TSP) refers to any entity providing telecommunications 

services. 

Wholesale-based service providers or non-facilities-based service carriers refers to companies that 

generally acquire telecommunications services from other providers and either resell those services or 

create their own network from which to provide services to their customers. A company that owns a 

small number of facilities but has the vast majority of its operations on leased facilities may also be 

classified as non-facilities-based. Examples of wholesale-based service providers and non-facilities-based 

carriers include Start.ca and TekSavvy.  

Methodology 

Churn rate 

The average monthly churn rate is derived by dividing the number of subscribers that have left their 

service provider by the total number of service subscribers over the same period. The higher the 

number, the more subscribers are leaving the provider. 



Internet usage: methodology 

All information in the residential fixed Internet section regarding usage of gigabytes per month, and 

subscriptions by advertised speed and advertised download capacity, is from data collected through 

surveying the larger ISPs. These larger ISPs are assigned forms which report details of the residential 

Internet access high-speed plans that they provide and offer. These ISPs accounted for approximately 

88% of the total number of residential high-speed Internet service subscriptions in 2020. 

Assignment of forms/surveys is based on the size of the entity. As such, to reduce regulatory burden, 

small ISPs are not required to submit this information. 


